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AMENDMENTS TO THE CLAIMS

Tn the Claims:

What is claimed is:

l
-

A system for in-siru regulation ofan etch process employed in fabricating a multi-
sloped semiconductor feature on a wafer, comprising:

one or more etching components operative to etch at least one aspect of a multi-sloped
feature on a wafer;

an etch component controller for controlling the one or more etching components;
a system for directing light onto the wafer;

a measuring system for measuring at least one etching parameter based on light reflected
from the wafer; and

a process analyzer operatively coupled to the measuring system and the etch component
controller, wherein the process analyzer receives the measured parameters from the measuring
system and analyzes the measured parameters to determine whether adjustments to the etching
components are needed to fabricate the multi-sloped features within desired critical dimension
tolerances and where the process analyzer stores the measured parameters to facilitate

reproducing process conditions.

2- The system of claim ] ,
the measuring system former including a scaiterometry

system for collecting the reflected light, wherein the measuring system interprets the reflected
light to produce the measured etch parameters using scatterometry techniques.

3- The system of claim 2, wherein the measured etch parameters include at least 0]

offeature height, feature width, slope of one or more feature sides and angles between feature

4. The system of claim 3, wherein the multi-sloped feature has one or more angles
between feature sides that are not right angles.
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5. The system of claim 2, wherein the process analyzer:

partitions the wafer into a plurality of grid blocks; and

determines whether t0 make adjustments to one or more etching components associated
with one or more grid blocks by anting measured etch parameters corresponding to one or
more grid blocks.

6. The system of claim 5, whercm the process analyzer determines that adjustments
to one or more etching components are necessary for at feast a portion ofthe wafer by comparing
one or more measured etch parameter values to one or more stored acceptable etch parameter
values.

7. The system of claim 6, wherein the stored acceptable etch parameter values
stored as scatterometry signatures.

are

8. A method for in-si,u regulation of a process for etching a multi-sloped
semiconductor device formed on a wafer, comprising:

partitioning the wafer into one or more portions;

etching at least one multi-sloped device on at least one portion ofthe wafer;

directing light onto at least one portion of the wafer;

collecting light reflected from the at Jeast one portion;

analyzing the reflected light to determine the acceptability of the multi-sloped
semiconductor device on the at least one portion;

storing data associated wuh the acceptability ofthe multi-sloped semiconductor device
and one or more processing conations associated with creating the multi-sloped semiconductor
device to facilitate reproducing the one or more processing conditions; and

selectively controlling one or more etching components to regulate the etching ofthe
multi-sloped semiconductor device on the at least one portion.

9. Tne method of claim 8, wherein the light is collected by a scatterometry
measuring system.
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10. nic method of claim 9. wherein the scatteromctry measuring system interprets the
reflected light into measured etch parameters associated with the at least one portion usina
scatterometry techniques,

1
1- The method of claim 10, wherein the measured etch parameters are compared to

stored acceptable etch parameter val.es in order to determine whether one or more adjustments
to the process for etching a multi-sloped semiconductordev.ee formed on a wafer is necessary.

12- A method for in-situ regulation of an etch process of a multi-sloped
semiconductor device formed on a wafer, comprising:

partitioning the wafer into a plurality of grid blocks;

using one or more etching components to etch a multi-sloped semiconductor feature on
the water, each etching component functionally corresponding to a respective grid block;

measuring at least one etch parameter associated with the multi-sloped semiconductor
feature;

determining etching conditions at the at least one grid block according to the measured
etch parameter; and

using a process analyzer to selectively control the plurality of etching components to
compensate for wafer to wafer variations during the etch process of the multi-sloped feature.

13. A system for in-sUu regulation of an etch process of a multi-sloped semiconductor
device formed on a wafer, comprising:

means for partitioning the wafer into a plurality of portions;

means for etching at least one multiped device on at least one portion of the wafer
means for directing light onto at least one portion ofthe wafer;
means for collecting light reflected from the at least one portion;

means for analyzing the reflected light to determine the acceptability of the etching ofthe
at least one portion; and
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means for seiectiveiy con,ro„i„g one or^^
ofthe raulf-slopcd semiconductor device on *= a, .eas, one parr™

*

packer
'

, ^
a"aP,Kl

'° * """"" *" W»»*~ <» datapacket ctaunng motion rekted „ rf_^^
fabnca«„g a muM-aioped semiconductor device, where the taf„mati„n was generated by a
system fcr relation ofm ett„ procK5 fa ^
semiconductor feature on a wafer, the system comprise-

- etch component control for centring me one or more etching compos-
a system for directing flght onto the wafer-

* process analyser operativeiy coup.ed to the measuring system and the etch component

areneeded to faorica,e the muiti-sioped features within desired critica, dimer*,

reproducing process conditions.

15. A meted emptoyed formanuWing semiconductor devices, comprising-
determining a desired multi-sloped profile-

etching at least one device to conform to the desired multi-sloped profiie-

^ detecting in situ parameters of the etching 0fthe device utilizing scatterometry;

1 6. The method ofclaim 1 5, further including st0nng fte^^^
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17. Themethod of claim 15, further deluding analyzing the parameter oftheetchmg of
the device.

.

metb0d °fClaim 17
'
wher™ a»«b*»g deludes comparing current parameters to

previous parameters.

19. The method of claim ] 5
, further deluding storing .he parameters found while

detecting in situ parameters.

OA*, a. le*. on. from a group consigns of reducing . rat 0feKhing M(i incrrasi ,
etching.

21. The method of claim 1 5, further including controlling light sources utilized in
detecting in situ parameters,

22. The method ofclaim 21. wherein controlling light SourceS includes at least one from
group consisting ofreducing a light source intensity

, inCreasinfi a ^
an angle ofa light source.

h

23. The method of claim 1 5, further including controlling light receivers utilized in
detecting in sim parameters.

24. The method of claim 23, where™ m u^^ ft^a group e—fcltn, ofreducing a llght receiver sensiijviiy. ine^in, . liEh(^ sensitj ^
altering an angle of a light receiver.
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25. A semiconductor device manufacturing system, comprising-
atleast one etch component for etching a device to conform to a desired multi-sloped profile-
ade*«ingsystem^ '

etching ofthe device; and

an etc], component control capable ofreceiving mformafion from the detecting system to
control the etch component as necessary to produce the desired multi-sloped profile.

26. The system of claim 25, further comprising an analysis System to^ in
parameters provided by the detecting system.

based

™emtem0fCMm26'*°™^^^
based on at least one from a group consisting of current in sitll parameter, pre^ous ,//u
parameters, scatterometry Mature profiles, and predetermined multi-sloped profiles.

28. The system of claim 25, further comprising a storage medium for storin, at least one

signature profiles, and predetermined multi-sloped profiles.

29. A system for manufacturing semiconductor devices, comprising-
means for etching at least one device to conform to a desired mutt-sloped profile-
means for detecting * parameters ofthe etching ofthe device utili.ng ScattCTometry and

30. a data packet transmitted between two or more components that facilitates
semiconductor device manufacture the data oacVct • • re, me aata packet comprising information, based, in part on a
seatterometry derived means for producing multi-sloped profiled devices.
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